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When ombining abstra tion me hanisms The problem is frequently ompounded by
native to a programming language, one an the following fa tors:
usually rely on omplete and sensible de• Code as text: The generative system
bugging support. A regular debugger for
treats ode as text, and operates enan imperative language knows about fun tirely on strings.
tions, re ords, unions, and so on. It is
even the ase that ommon mistakes are exThe appeal of this approa h lies in its
plained at ompile-time. Examples of this is
availibility (there are literally hundreds
the Jikes ompiler[1℄ for Java and the MIPof text prepro essors) and general naSPro ompiler for C++, whi h both emit
ture (not tied to any parti ular landetailed semanti al errors and warnings.
guage).
As generative programming is frequently
The string operations do not treat the
used to add new abstra tion features to extext as stru tured, whi h frequently reisting languages or generate large parts of
sults in synta ti al errors, su h as a
the ode from formal spe i ations, the lanmissing '}' to lose a ode blo k.
guage ompiler's output often be omes less
Most pre-pro essor systems fall into
relevant: If the warning pertains to ode
this lass, with Java ServerPages[2℄,
inside a programmer-editable template, the
PHP[3℄ and the C/C++ prepro essor
programmer may x the problem, but often
being well-known examples.
the ompiler warns about issues inside automati ally generated ode whi h the pro• Late semanti al analysis: The genergrammer has no way of hanging, unless he
ative systems may treat the ode as
is also a developer of the generative prosyna ti trees, usually operating on a
gramming system itself.
CST or an AST representation of the

underlying language. It is rare however, that the rewrite rules have a ess
to full semanti information for the elements it rewrites, and stati semanti
analysis is often left as an ex er ise to
the ompiler. Notable ex eptions are
the E lipse JDT 3.0 for Java[4℄ and
CodeBoost for C++ [5℄,[6℄, whi h offer ( lose to) full semanti analysis to
the rewrite rules.

between omponent (or template) sour e
ode and the nal, generated produ t is extremely loose. What appears as one line in
one omponent may end up at hundreds of
pla es after generation.
This problem bites most forms of ode
generation and ompositions, in parti ular
implementors of domain-spe i languages
(DSLs) as well as aspe t-oriented programming.

: Generative te hniques may often generate ode that, 3 Some suggested soluwhen sent to the ompiler, is very diftions
ferent from the individual omponents
it was generated from, making tradi- In addition to experien e from embedded
tional debugging di ult.
DSLs in languages with extensive metapro• Dynami generation and loading: In gramming apabilities, su h as Lisp, we
some forms of generative program- have:
ming, the assembled binary ode is
• Annotations oupled with tool support
produ ed on-demand inside a runIf annotations are available for inspe ning system, presenting opportunities
tion by tools inside the nal produ t,
for undis overed bugs, even synta ti
inspe tors an be written that relate
ones, after ustomer deployment time.
generated ode to initial omponents
These aws are supposed to be aught
and spe i ations. This has some reby various overage analyses, but exlation to debug sli ing [7℄.
perien e shows that this is di ult in
• Rigorous syna ti al and semanti al
pra ti e.
analysis at rewriting time Provided
The problem of abstra tion tra eability
with full-edged semanti analysis, and
has been known sin e the in eption of ompossibly domain-spe i rules for the
pilers, and is also a big issue in world of
parti ular omponents whi h en ode
modelling these days. For both imperative
their semanti s, errors would be aught
and obje t-oriented languages, annotating
at earlier stages, where the distan e bethe produ ed assembly ode with line numtween the initial omponents and the
ber (and sour e ode ex erpts) proved efnal sour e ode is smaller.
fe tive, and has be ome a de fa to part of
• Step-wise rewriting with inspe tion Inmost ompilers.
tera tive playba k of the rewrites may
The annotation solution annot easily
also be helpful to tra k the origins of
be applied to generative programming in
parti ular problem areas.
the general ase, however, as the oupling
•

Step-wise rewriting
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